Let Gk(Rn+k) denote the grassman manifold of ¿-planes in real (n + fc)-space and m>, e H\Gk(R"+k); Zj) the first Stiefel-Whitney class of the universal bundle. Using Schubert calculus techniques and the cohomology of flag manifolds we estimate the height of iv, in the cohomology ring. We then apply this to improve earlier lower bounds on the Lusternik-Schnirelmann category of real grassmanians.
The mod 2 cohomology algebra of the grassmanian G¿.(R"+Ar) of a:-planes in real in + fc)-space processes an interesting duality. By this, we mean that one has at hand two radically different descriptions of the algebraic structure of this cohomology ring. The first one dates back to the enumerative geometry of Schubert [11] and was only much later cast in a topological form by Chern [5] . This approach provides one with an explicit hold of a geometric cell-decomposition of Gk(Rn+k) which induces Z2-free generators for the cohomology. On the other hand, one has the computations that arose out of Borel's thesis [4] in terms of the Stiefel-Whitney classes of the universal fc-plane bundle over Gk(R"+k). The interplay between these points of view is a substantial and interesting area of research (see [1] ). In this paper, we look at the more pedestrian question of estimating the height of the first Stiefel-Whitney class wx. This work then finds an immediate topological application to finding lower bounds for the Lusternik-Schnirelmann category of Gk(R"+k). Elsewhere, we will use similar techniques to discuss divisibility properties of the degrees of certain irreducible representations of the symmetric groups. We now provide a more detailed description of the contents of this paper.
In §1 we briefly review the descriptions of H*(Gk(Rn+k); Zj) due to Borel and Chern mentioned above. In particular, we record the classical formulae of Pieri and Giambelli.
In §2 we give a completely algebraic method of finding upper bounds on the height of w, using well-known facts about the complete flag manifold and its cohomology. As an easy corollary, we retrieve a result of Berstein [2] on the cup-length of Gk(R"+k) avoiding his combinatorial analysis of a certain generating function.
In §3 we use the full power of the Schubert calculus to find lower bounds on the height of wx that are very close to the upper bounds obtained in §2. This gives us a fairly good picture of how the height of wx varies as the dimension of the ambient space increases.
Finally, in §4 we discuss Lusternik-Schnirelmann category and do a little more work involving w2 to obtain better results for the category of grassman manifolds of 3-planes.
In an Appendix, we show how to contract Borel's ideal in the w¡ and w¡ back to the w, alone. This is described by a fairly simple recursion and is useful in the analysis of H*(G2(Rn+2); Z2). The arguments are completely algebraic and elementary.
Some of the results obtained here were motivated by computations done on the MACSYMA system at the Laboratory for Computer Science, MIT. It is a pleasure to thank David Spear and David Barton for their helpful programming. The author would also like to thank Israel Berstein for listening to his original arguments and making helpful suggestions.
1. Preliminaries. We begin by recalling that Gk(Rn+k) is a compact, smooth manifold of dimension nk. Let $kn denote the universal fc-plane bundle over Gk(W+k). The total space consists of pairs (V, x) where V Q R"+* is a /c-plane with x G V; and the bundle map is a projection on the first factor. We denote by w¡ (respectively w) the ith (respectively jxh. normal) Stiefel-Whitney class of Çk ", 1 < /' < k, 1 < j < n. One can view the normal Stiefel-Whitney class w¡ as the Stiefel-Whitney class of the «-plane bundle $kn complementary to Çkn, given explicitly by the projection (W, x)y-> W1-with x G Wx. It is clear that ¿«vM/m) = 1 (1.0)
where w( ) denotes the total Stiefel-Whitney class, and indeed this is the only relation. (ii) In addition, if i: GA(R"+*)-> G*(Rm+*) is the inclusion map (m > n) then i*(w.) = w¡.
The final statement (ii) is a consequence of the existence of an obvious lifting of the inclusion map to a bundle map, which then respects the Stiefel-Whitney classes. We will often have occasion to exploit this result.
Deciding whether a polynomial in the w, is zero inside this algebra can often be a nontrivial task. We will show how to simplify many of these computations by a result of the Appendix. More classically, one can use the topological Schubert techniques of Chern. Chern [5] exploits the cellular decomposition of Ehresmann [6] to identify an additive free basis for the cohomology and then describes the multiplication table for these generators. We briefly describe this construction for the grassman manifold Gk(R"+k). A Schubert symbol is a sequence [a" . . . , ak] of integers satisfying 0 < ax < a2 < • • • < ak < n. One defines the corresponding Schubert cell where 1 < / < k, 1 < j < n. One often refers to the Wj as special Schubert cycles. They are special, from one point of view, since there is a combinatorial formula describing the multiplication of a special Schubert cell by an arbitrary one, namely (ax, . . . , ak)wj = ~Z(bx, . . . ,bk) where the sum ranges over Ac-tuples (bx, . . . ,bk) such that a¡ < b¡ < ai+x, 1 < /•■'< k (where ak+1 = n) and bx + ■ ■ ■ +bk= j + ax + • • • +ak. The formula is often called Pieri's formula and is related to the multiplication of Schur functions [14] . It has as a consequence the classical formula of Giambelli expressing an arbitrary Schubert cycle as a polynomial in the special ones (ax, . . ., ak) = det(wa+/_7) where w0 = 1 and w, = 0 for 7 < 0 or y > n. For example, an easy consequence of this machinery is a particularly simple description of the fundamental class of the grassmanian (n, . . ., n).
Lemma 1.2. The following identity holds in H*(Gk(Rn+k); ZJ, w{ = (J, . . . J).
Proof. Induct onj. The Schubert cycle description of the cohomology we have given actually is a much more pervasive phenomenon than we have indicated. Indeed, if G is a complex semisimple Lie group and F is a parabolic subgroup of G then the integral cohomology of G/P admits an analogous free Schubert basis via the Bruhat decomposition. Our exposition only concerns G = GL" with P a maximal parabolic. We hope to investigate the general situation in a future paper.
2. Flag manifolds and Berstein's theorem. We begin by recalling a familiar notion from algebraic topology. Given a topological space X, we define the (mod 2) cup-length of X, cup(X), to be the length of a longest nonzero monomial in the Z2-algebra H*(X; Z2), i.e. if x, u • • • U x" ¥= 0, then cup(A') > n. Berstein [2] considered some aspects of the computation of cup(GÄ(R"+*)). He showed cup(GA.(R"+*)) < nk unless k < 2 iwhere, if k = 2 then n + 1 is a power of 2).
(2.0)
His argument employed the Schubert calculus and an ad hoc combinatorial argument. Our proof in the following sections avoids this detail and actually gives more information on the height of wx.
We first consider the complete flag manifold Flag(Rm) whose points are flags 0 < Vx < V2 < ■ ■ ■ < Vm_x < Rm where the dimension of V{ is /. This is a compact, smooth manifold of dimension w(m-l)/2.
There exist m distinct line bundles on Flag(Rm) which yield one-dimensional classes ex, . . ., em. These generate the cohomology (see [8] )
where Sm is the ideal generated by the elementary symmetric functions <Sjiex, . . . , em), 1 < j < m. It is well known that the projection map p: Flag(R"+*)-»Gk(R"+*)
defined by sending 0 < Vx < ■ ■ ■ < Vn+k_x < R"+* to Vk induces an injection on cohomology. Indeed, the map p* can be described by P*(W;) •»,(«!,....ek) and p*(w}) = Ojiek+x, . . ., ek + n) (2.1) where 1 < /' < k, 1 < j < n. We now obtain our first estimate.
Proposition 2.2. In H*(Gk(R2'); ZJ, wf = 0.
Proof. Since p* is an injection, it suffices to show 0 = p*iwf) = P*iwxf = axiex, ..., ekf = ef + • ■ • + ef.
Certainly, e¡ is a root of the polynomial Proof. Suppose k > 3. We write n = (2s-k)+j, 0 <j < 2s. Inside the cohomology of Gk(R2 + ) we have, by Proposition 2.2, that wf = 0. The cohomology restriction map /•: H*(Gk(R2-+,y, Z2) -, H*(Gk(R»+k); Z2) preserves the Stiefel-Whitney classes, so it suffices to check the inequality 2i+1 < k(2s-k + j). Without loss of generality we can also assume j = 1. The inequality then becomes k(k-l) < (A;-2)2\ But, by symmetry considerations we can assume k < codimension = 2s-k + 1, i.e. 2k < 2s + 1. Of course, parity considerations actually yield 2k < 2s or k < 2S~X. Now the inequality becomes (&-1) < 2(&-2) which is easily seen to be equivalent to our initial assumption that k > 3. A precisely analogous argument yields the same result if k = 2 andy' > 1.
It is now quite easy to obtain one direction of Berstein's result (2.0). Proof. This is clear since the cup length can equal the dimension only if the powers of a one-dimensional class survive to the top dimension and this is ruled out by Theorem 2.3.
We can also extract slightly more informaton out of the proof of Theorem 2.3 that we record for later reference. Recall that the height of a cohomology class z is the unique m such that zm =£ 0 but zm+x = 0. Proof. We simply apply Theorem 2.3 and the fact that, for fixed k, as the codimension n increases so does the height of wx. This follows immediately from Theorem 1.1 (ii).
In order to complete the proof of (2.0), we must check that w, survives to the top dimension in the "exceptional" cases (i.e. those not covered by Theorem 2.3). Of course, we need only consider the case k = 2, since k = 1 yields the familiar protective space RP", whose cohomology is a truncated polynomial algebra on wx. To do this we use some results of the next section. Proposition 2.6. In H*(G2(R2 +1); ZJ, wf ~z ^ 0.
Proof. By Propositions 3.1 and 3.2, wf = (1, 2s-\). Since 2*-l is the codimension, the Pieri formula yields wf+' = (1 + i, 2*-l), i > 0. In particular, wf+ ~2 = (2f-l,2J-l)^0. This result has apparently been known for many years. We give an alternative algebraic proof, without the Schubert calculus, in the Appendix.
3. Lower bounds on the height of wx. We resort to the Giambelli formula as described in §1 to identify lower bounds on the height of wx. Our approach is similar to that of §2 in that we compute the exact height of wx along a cofinal sequence of codimensions using the flag manifolds. Here the important dimensions for the ambient space are those of the form 2s + 1 rather than 2s. We first use the Schubert technique to prove We can now rebuild this matrix into a (k X k) matrix by adding a 1 in the upper left-hand corner and appropriate terms down the first row and column. This is precisely the determinan tal expansion for wk_x. The result now follows. We can now formally remove a factor of e, and get ef-oxef-x +-lle, = 0.
Rearranging terms appropriately yields the desired expression. So we see that wf~2 ¥= 0 in H*(Gk_x(R2'~'); Z2). Now, by the remark above, in H*(Gk(R2+x); Z2) and the induction is complete.
Combining the results of § §2 and 3 we obtain the following estimate on the height of w,.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Theorem 3.4. // 1 < k < n then the height of wx in H*(Gk(Rn+k); ZJ is 2<iog2(n + *)>_£ wf¡ere g ¡s either 1 or 2 and <x> denotes the smallest integer > x iunless k = 2' = n in which case we can only claim that 1 < e < 2').
Proof. By Corollary 2.5, the height of w, is less than 2<log3(n+*)>. It remains to show the height of wx is at least 2<Xos¿"+k)>-2. By Theorem 3.3 it suffices to find an s such that 2 < 2s + \-k < n. If we let s = <log2(/c + 1)> we obtain the minimal solution for the first inequality. Writing k = 2s + i, 0 < /' < 2s, we can compute 2<iog2(A:+i)> + x_k = 2i+l + 1-(2s + i) = 2S + l-i. Now, the right-hand side of the above equation is < k if and only ii i > 1. So if k =5^ 2' then the result holds for all n > k. Similarly, if k = 2' we only have the result for n > k + 1. This completes the proof.
Modulo the ambiguity concerning e, this theorem gives a very good picture of how the height of w, varies: If we fix our attention on subspaces of dimension k =£ 2' (respectively k = 2'), and let n vary from k (respectively k + 1) to infinity, the heights of w, are nondecreasing.
Within the intervals [2s-k + 1, 2s+x-k] of length 2s, the height of w, is either 2i+I-2 or 2i+1-l, so there must be a cutoff point at which the height jumps up one. For k = 2, it is clear from Proposition 6 of the Appendix that the cutoff point never comes, i.e. e = 2 always. Empirical computations on the MACSYMA symbolic manipulation system at MIT indicate that the cutoff point is solely a function of k rather than the particular interval considered. We do not as yet have a prediction of the cutoff point in our intervals as a function of k, but we have been able to understand the cases k = 3, 4. The result is that for k = 3 the cutoff is always one step down the interval and for k = 4 it is at the very top, i.e. e = 1 always. We relegate the details to a future note.
4. Lusternik-Schnirelmann category. The Lusternik-Schnirelmann category [9] of a topological space is a fundamental numerical homotopy invariant. Indeed, from the analytic point of view, one knows that any smooth real-valued function on a compact, smooth manifold of category n has at least n critical points. T. Ganea, in Problem 1 of [7] , inquires about the category of certain familiar manifolds and Lie groups. The case of the unitary groups U(n) and SU(«) have been handled by Singhof [13] , and Schweitzer [12] has computed the category of Sp (2). It is not difficult to show that ca.t(Gk(C"+k)) = nk. In this section, we obtain some lower bounds for the category of the real grassmanian Gk(Rn+k) using our results on wx above. We begin by recalling the following Definition 4.1. If a topological space X = X0 u • • • uA',,, where each X¡, 0 < í < n, is a contractible open, then the Lusternik-Schnirelmann category of X (cat(A')) is at most n.
It is well known that cat(X) < dim(A') and In this section, we attempt a similar refinement for the case k = 3. We recall a formula of Oproiu [10] . This lemma follows by a fairly straightforward induction and has been used by Oproiu [10] to look at embedding questions. We will use it to find a good expression for the fundamental class as a monomial in w, and w2. It is now possible to show Lemma 4.6. The following identity holds in H*(G3(R2'+X); ZJ, 2-1 wr*'-2 _, 2 (,-, 2'-i, T-2) and wf'1 = 0.
Proof. From Proposition 3.1 we get wf = (1, 1, 2J-2). The last entry in this Schubert cycle is the codimension. It is clear from the Fieri formula that this property is inherited by any cycle appearing in higher powers of w,. Therefore, the summands mentioned are the only ones that can appear. That they do appear follows from the easy computation since the third binomial coefficient is zero and the first two are always one. To see that the next power of w, vanishes, we observe that for 3 < / < 2,_1-1, (i, 2s-i, 2s-2)wx = (i + 1, T-i, 2J-2) + (i, 2"-i + 1, 2*-2) and if i = 2 (respectively /' = 2i_1) one omits the second (respectively first) term. It is then easy to observe that every cycle appears twice.
We now consider the effect of multiplying by w2. For the moment, we define License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
Proof. We assume k = 0 since the general case is identical. Observe that w2 = w2 + w2. It follows from the Fieri formula that (ax, a2, a3)w2 = 2(èt, b2, b3) where the sum ranges over (bx, b2, b3) such that a¡ < b¡ < min(a, + " a¡ + 1) and bx + b2 + b3 = 2 + ax + a2 + a3. It is then easy to check that for /' > 2, (i, 2s-i, 2s-2)w2 = (i + 1, T-l + 1, 2*-2) and when / = 2 we get zero. The result now follows.
Finally, we come to the desired expression for the fundamental class.
Corollary 4.8. The following identity holds in //*(G3(Rr'+'); ZJ, wf1'Vf"'"2 = (2*-2, 2*-2, 2*-2).
Proof. Using Lemma 4.7 we get wf'-Vf1"2 = F(2s~x-2) -(2?-2, T-2, 2*-2).
Theorem 4.9. The cup-length ofG3(R2'+x) is 2s+x + 2i_1-4.
Proof. By Lemma 4.6 we cannot increase the contribution of w, to the monomial. But then any other way of writing a monomial of high graded degree will decrease the ungraded degree. So our monomial is the best possible.
We now summarize the improved lower bound on the Lusternik-Schnirelmann category for k = 3 that our computations yield. In particular, if n = 2J-2, then cat(G3(R"+3)) > |«-1. Proof. Choose the largest possible s such that 2*-2 < n, i.e. s = [log2(« + 2)]. Then we have the inclusion G3(Ry+1)-> G3(R"+3) and can consider the induced map on cohomology. Since Whitney classes are mapped to themselves we see that the monomial of Corollary 4.8 in the cohomology of G3(Rn+3) is mapped to a nonzero element; a fortiori, it is nonzero. The result now follows.
An additional piece of information that is available on the question of category is This result allows us to assert the strict inequality cat < dim in all but the exceptional cases for the spaces Gk(R"+k). In particular, we can compute cat(G2(R2'+2)) = 2s+x~l.lt would be interesting now to find some significant upper bounds on category. A possible approach might be to look for smooth real-valued functions on Gk(Rn+k) with a small number of critical points. Of course, our results give lower bounds on the number of critical points of such functions.
Appendix. Eliminating the normal classes. In this Appendix, we provide an algebraic structure theorem that works over any field F. Since this work is purely algebraic, independent of the topological context, we suppress any mention of cohomology and work directly with the relevant algebra. We now have the Proof of Theorem 1. Since (*) is symmetric in w and z we can assume without any loss of generality that k < n. We proceed by induction on n. The case n = 0 is trivial. In the general situation, we first observe that the single nonhomogeneous relation (♦) encodes (/i + k) homogeneous relations. The first n of these merely express the z's as polynomials in the w's. For the rest of this section we will assume that F = Z2 and k = 2. We will write /" for/, " and gn for/2 ". The first step in our task of showing that high powers of w, survive is Proposition 4. 77ie element w2 is not in the ideal J{2, ri), i.e. w2 is nonzero in the Z2-algebra L(2, ri).
Proof. We proceed by induction on n, the case n = 0 being trivial. Suppose there exist polynomials c, dsuch that w2+x = cfn+, + dgn + x. Sincegn+, = w2fn, w2 divides into cfn + x. But/,+ , contains the monomial w"+2, so w2 divides into c. Then w2" = (c/w2)fn+x + dfn = (c/w2)(wxfn + gn) + df" = (cwx/w2 +d)fn + (c/w2)gn.
This completes the induction step and the proof. Remark. This proposition also follows immediately from Lemma 1.2 using the Schubert calculus, but we prefer this more elementary algebraic approach. Letting / = 0 in z"_,, the first monomial of (*) gives w"+xwx~x = w2", and letting i = 2i_1-l in zn_x, the second monomial of (*) contributes w2(w\ _1)2 -w2. We must check that everything else cancels. If y is not 0 or « then the coefficient of w2"~2yw% is ("T,)+("-(<;:1'T') •>■'*•* (W^_1) »y> = 0 (mod 2). We record a final consequence of these results which ties together Propositions 5 and 6. Corollary 7. w2" is not in 7(2, ri) if and only if n = 2?-l, for some s.
